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The Worlding of Light and Air: Dufaycolor and Selochrome in the 1930s

During the 1930s, new photographic technologies and practices addressed the difficulties of dealing with different kinds of climate, in Britain and her colonies. This article draws on archival material associated with two brands of photographic film manufactured in England by Ilford Limited: Selochrome and Dufaycolor. It describes these films as involved in a process of ‘worlding’, and as part of a ‘photography complex’ which produces the tropics and the British seaside as testing grounds for photography. Worlding involves the harnessing of light and air, the recalibration of bodies, the redistribution of sensory experiences and the production of new materialities.
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Photography is an art and technology of light. It mobilizes and organizes first sunlight and then artificial light. It is dependent on atmosphere and climate: air dries photographic emulsions, atmospheric pollutants contaminate them; the darkness, the rain and the fog obstruct the act of taking a photograph; the temperature of chemicals affects the time they take to act, and so on. Procedures and techniques for the measure, control and classification of light, air and temperature are a central business of the photography industry. Much photography theory focuses on its temporal character, photography as a medium for the capture or fixing of time and motion. Here, I am interested in photography as something centrally engaged with harnessing the apparently natural and intangible qualities of light and air, and how this shapes modes of experiencing and comprehending different geographic places.

My research is centred on the 1920s and 1930s in Britain and the British Empire and rooted in the interwar archives of Ilford Limited and its subsidiaries. For the purposes of this article, I focus on two cultural and geographic sites: the British seaside and the tropics, and two brands of film: Selochrome, a panchromatic roll film, that is, a black and white film sensitive to a wide spectrum of light; and Dufaycolor, an additive colour transparency film available to amateur photographers in Britain from 1935. Both films were produced in Britain during the 1930s by subsidiaries of Ilford Limited. This company was the closest competitor of Kodak Limited, the British subsidiary of the American firm Eastman Kodak, which dominated the British amateur market. Selo was initially the product of a consortium of British photographic manufacturers, produced by the (nominally) separate Selo company, but by 1930 Ilford controlled it. By 1933 Selo brand film was the second most popular film in Britain, after Kodak, and Selochrome was possibly the fastest film on the market, according to Kodak’s own assessment. Dufaycolor was the colour transparency film widely used in Britain from the mid 1930s, available before Agfacolor and Kodachrome and in a wider
variety of formats. It was an additive colour reversal (transparency) film produced by Ilford Limited from 1935 and marketed by Dufay-Chromex from 1937.4

By the 1930s, the British photographic community, which included numerous photographers across the Empire, shared quite specific notions, sometimes rooted in experience, of the optimum atmospheric and light conditions for the production of photographs. The community and industry also had a well-formulated set of norms regarding photographic technique and composition and the best subjects for photography, as well as largely unarticulated or implicit notions regarding gendered, racial, class-based and national characteristics and hierarchies. These norms and notions are subtly adjusted and revised via the new technologies of panchromatic and colour transparency film. They encouraged not just certain kinds of images but certain ways of moving, observing and photographing – ways of being a photographer.

To take an early example: in 1912, Edward Tickner Edwardes, a writer in Ilford Limited’s free newsletter, Photographic Scraps, advised on making portraits of children at the English seaside. Since the beach at that time was a largely segregated place, children were to be found with women in that ‘stretch of wet shore’ filled with bathing machines and nursery maids, or changing tents. Male photographers cannot ‘venture decorously’ to these spaces, and instead ‘confine themselves mostly to fishermen, their boats, and their net-mending’. Edwardes therefore advises the ‘lady’ photographer, suggesting technique, recommending camera settings, and advising on a specific mode of deportment – ‘furtive, and swift, and often without the slightest premeditation’.5

This article, like many others, begins with actual photographic practice (Edwardes had seen work by women exhibitors in the photography shows) and then attempts to guide this practice, describing and interpreting existing scenes and behaviours and suggesting ones that may or may not yet exist – such as ‘furtive’ women photographers, wandering among the
bathing-machines and tents, photographing the children of strangers. What slips from Tickner Edwardes grasp is the possibility of a different practice of photography among women, perhaps conducted in play and collaboration with children and in the context of already existing relationships. Overwriting such practices is Tickner Edwardes’ now-familiar vision of a ‘candid’ photography which operates always from the outside, treating the subject of photography as the prey of a careful hunter.

**Worlding**

This study argues that norms and ways of understanding photography are evident not only in photographic discourse and practice but become ‘built in’ to photographic technology. In some respects, this is not a new observation: it was a central part of the post-1968 critique of the cinematic apparatus in film studies, which recognized that ideology was not just something superimposed onto technologies after the fact, but structured and shaped the technical apparatus itself. Where I divert from that approach is that, instead of emphasizing how these inbuilt norms naturalize dominant ideas, I am interested in how they produce new materialities – how they facilitate certain atmospheres and affects, certain kinds of orientation and disposition, particular sensibilities, new temporalities and rhythms. The agent in this is not only the photographer or the film technology but what James L. Hevia calls the ‘photography complex’. This encompasses a whole network of ‘actants’, both human and nonhuman, such as the camera, its optics and its chemicals, light, the technologies for print reproduction, the photographer, their subject, and the industrial production, communication and distribution networks that link all of these things.⁶

The photography complex is involved in what I am going to term a ‘worlding’ after Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s use of the term. In two essays published in 1985, Spivak adopts the term ‘worlding’ in a deliberate ‘vulgarization of Martin Heidegger’s idea’,
referring in particular to Heidegger’s essay ‘The Origin of the Work of Art’, and the
distinction it establishes between ‘world’ and ‘earth’. Heidegger makes ‘world’ into a verb
partly to counter any idea that the world is made up of ‘given things’ that are ‘just there’, or
that it is merely a representation superimposed on the ‘tangible and perceptible realm in
which we believe ourselves to be at home.’ Spivak suggests that in the context of colonial
relations what is taken for ‘earth’ (stuff in general, entities that are not yet gathered together,
brought into use and into sense) is actually already worlded. Heidegger’s ‘rift’ (Riss) between
earth and world is adopted as a means to identify the violence by which colonizers treat
colonized space as ‘uninscribed earth’. Spivak acknowledges this is a false analogy. She
hijacks Heidegger’s concept of ‘worlding’ to describe a process of overwriting an already
existing world. The false analogy is productive, for it makes it possible to speak of the
ongoing processes of violent reinscription that are characteristic of colonial and imperial
relations and to read these in the archive.

The term ‘worlding’ is now widely adopted across a number of disciplines, at times in
ways that unhook it from both Heidegger and Spivak. Here I use the term, in relation to
photography, for its uneasy and complex articulation of several things. First, for how it can
be used to think of the photography complex as something that gathers together, rather than a
set of representations overlaid on, the tangible and perceptible. Second, for how worlding
(in Spivak rather than Heidegger) might describe a violence or violation. Third, for how it
suggests simultaneously an ongoing process (a ‘happening’ in Heidegger) and a sealed-off
entirety – we think of worlds as wholes, self-sufficient ecosystems, spheres, contained
domains, not as something incomplete. Following Spivak, I see worlding in colonial terms,
both in its reduction of a pre-existing world to earth, and in its production of hierarchies, of a
particular order of things. This order of things is not static, nor does it exist purely as
representation, but is experienced as an ongoing coming-into-being of new sensations, new atmospheres, new and distinct forms of social life.

In keeping with Spivak’s approach I wish to avoid treating the archive as ‘a quarry for facts’, but instead to find the traces of this worlding enacted by the photography complex. My focus here is on the British seaside and the tropics because in this period, the seaside becomes a key site for summer holiday photography, while the tropics, especially those located within the British Empire, provided crucial export markets for the photography industry in general, and Ilford in particular. Strong competition at home and abroad from Kodak and Agfa led to Ilford emphasizing its Britishness and relying on imperial markets. Furthermore, both tropics and seaside are sites in which national identity seems to be experienced bodily and atmospherically: the seaside through racialized ideas and practices associated with health and fitness, and the tropics through the linking of race and climate. As I will show, the tropical climate is repeatedly described as a problem for photographic practice, and, at the time, this difficulty is aligned with the difficulties British bodies had in acclimatising themselves to these regions.

The tropics and the seaside are more than descriptive names. The tropics, as a category and as a set of defined sites, emerges in the context of European trade with the ‘New World’, through slavery, industry and trade, imperial and military practices. The British seaside emerges in the context of changes in work and leisure, and new health practices. Both are overseen by various forms of governance and regulation. The photography complex is involved in this worlding, indeed becomes increasingly central to it, not just because photographs were a fundamental means by which these places were depicted, but because these places became testing grounds for photography. New products and a new chemistry directly addressed their perceived characteristics and their idiosyncratic light and air.
Problems were identified, expertise developed and institutionalized, new practices shaped and regulated, new technologies invented and marketed.

Edward Said has written how literature and letters are agents involved in ‘bodying forth a world’, shaping a reality.¹⁴ The photography complex also bodies forth a world, one which suppresses and overwrites other possible worlds. It produces places (such as the seaside and the tropics) with particular climates and atmospheres, and addresses newly adjusted sensoria, senses and bodies busy adapting themselves, as best they can, to new kinds of environment. The amateur photographer or ‘photographic worker’, in the terminology of the photographic press, has to find ways of inhabiting a place and a time, of moving through it, and of being with and handling equipment, of being in and out of the sun.

Climate and culture

‘The tropics’ is a European colonial term. Writing about tropical medicine, David Arnold has discussed how certain places came to be labelled as tropics. The definitions were more meteorological than geographical, and the emphasis on climate inseparable from moral and cultural judgments regarding the ‘backwardness’ of the hot, wet regions. The tropics were defined ‘something culturally alien to, as well as environmentally distinct from, Europe and other parts of the temperate world’.

Additionally, the term seems to carry with it the suggestion that these places are culturally ‘intemperate’, that is, lacking in moderation, control, regulation. Indeed, ‘intemperate’ was used to describe the climate of equatorial regions as early as the sixteenth century, suggesting, as Arnold says, something ‘wild, unruly and dangerous’, a ‘malevolent’ climate which nurtured violently extreme diseases.¹⁶ In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, international and military expansion brought Europeans into contact with unfamiliar diseases, but also made the tropics by transporting people, plants and diseases from one place to another. The category of the tropics and associated notions of
the tropical migrated from the Americas to the British in Bengal, so that by the mid-
nineteenth century there was a spreading perception of India as tropical, which went against
older Orientalist views of the subcontinent, redescribing it in terms of its lush vegetation and
dangerous diseases, and ignoring the fact that much of India is not geographically located in
the tropics.\footnote{17}

By the end of the century, the photography complex was directly involved in the
production of places as ‘tropical’, as Krista A. Thompson demonstrates in her research on the
role of colonial government and British and American corporations in generating and
circulating images of the Caribbean as tropical.\footnote{18} Furthermore, just as the tropics were
produced as a problem for bodies – particularly European bodies – they were also found to be
problematic sites for photography, invariably contrasted with England, whose climate was
treated as a norm and where photography seemed by contrast ‘a simple matter’.\footnote{19}
Commentators in the \textit{British Journal of Photography} (BJP), \textit{The Times} and the photographic
companies’ own publications (such as the short-lived \textit{Ilford-Selo Record} which was
distributed throughout the Empire) repeatedly discussed the difficulties involved in tropical
photography: from handling red-hot cameras; to using overheated developers that made the
picture appear ‘in a flash’ and caused the gelatine emulsion to swell and soften; to the fixing
baths in which emulsions detached themselves from glass plates and were found ‘hiding in
the corner of the dish, not unlike a sticky ju-jube’.\footnote{20} Exposed and undeveloped films would
be mottled by storage in the heat, a ‘distinct yellow haze’ might appear, and moisture could
attack cameras.\footnote{21} Correspondents exchanged experiences and advice from different locations
all described as tropical: from North Queensland (develop in the cooler morning time and use
Ilford Plates that can stand up to 80 degrees Fahrenheit) to West Africa (bring your own
darkroom and send films back to England for development, plus use an umbrella to protect
your camera in the midday sun) to Brazil (avoid alkaline developers) and Bengal (use
Selochrome — the editors of the *Ilford-Selo Record* used this claim by a correspondent to assure its readers that ‘Selochrome can be relied on even under unfavourable atmospheric conditions’).

Dufaycolor proved especially difficult: in 1937 one correspondent to the BJP described his difficulties with the film in the ‘semi-tropical’ conditions in Cape Town, South Africa. His letter shows how complicated and laborious the process was, and how he found the gelatine emulsion ‘extremely soft’, and ‘frequently had the mortification of seeing the sensitive film disappear down the sink after second development, leaving the “reseau” intact on the celluloid base’. The high temperatures of the tropics were a particular problem with Dufaycolor, since it was a reversal process requiring two stages of development, and formulae to resolve this were publicized by the Dufay-Chromex Processing House in India.

Tropical climates are repeatedly classified as ‘trying’, and, as with the discussions of tropical disease, the difficulties attributed to temperature and humidity become mixed with difficulties associated with infrastructure, ‘backwardness’ and the rich abundance of insect and plant life. A 1922 article by R. Dykes in the BJP, on photography in West Africa, contains some of the most vivid descriptions of preparing or developing plates in a ‘native hut’ with no table, so that the author had to squat on the floor, plagued by scorpions, tarantula, giant flying beetles ‘over half a pound in weight’, and lizards that dropped from the ceiling. If that was not bad enough, insects would feed off gelatine emulsions during the drying process. The tropics, then, are both represented and experienced as an exceptional and excessive environment for photographers, and therefore as a problem to be solved.

It was a rare commentator who would actually point to something being easier in the tropics than in England. One such was J.S. Jenkins from the Eastern Extension Telegraph Co., Cocos-Keeling Island, who wrote that, in the Bromoil process, ‘preparation and inking
up of a print in the tropics is as easy as, if not actually easier than, in a temperate climate’.  

Another, H.F. Farmer, opened a 1923 article in the BJP with the assertion:

‘Although photography in the tropics is always understood to present innumerable difficulties, in actual practice the difficulties are far less than are met with in more temperate climates. In England, the photographer has not only to allow for constant changes of light, the difference between the light values in summer and in winter being enormous, but he has also to allow, in development, for a temperature which varies in any normal year from 80 degrees in summer to 20 in winter — a variation of 60 degrees.’

As Farmer suggests, the climate of the British Isles did not favour amateur photography. Extreme and unpredictable temperature changes, and the likelihood of rain and fog, characterized an already short ‘photography season’, lasting from April to September, by which time there was already so little light that photographs could only be taken on ordinary cameras in the middle of the day. Selochrome black and white film, with its panchromatic emulsion, helped address this problem as it was rapid by the standards of the day (though only around 100 ISO by current measures). Amateur photographers were encouraged to use the available light meters, which were crude and inaccurate, to avoid persistent problems of underexposure.

The belief that England, in particular, provided the normal, or even ideal, environment for photographic practice is evident in publicity material for Dufaycolor. A booklet printed by Dufay-Chromex notes that ‘leading experts in the film world have expressed the considered opinion that the English climate with its soft light is ideal for the taking of colour pictures. This combination of soft light and the latitude in Dufaycolor film place the colour photographer in this country in a most favourable position.’ Yet Dufaycolor’s emphasis on holiday locations and especially seaside resorts as exceptional sites, inversely characterizes urban everyday life in Britain as dull, and as with the tropics, conflates culture with climate. For instance, a 1935 leaflet promoting Dufaycolor film
asserted that the majority of holiday snapshots taken in Britain attempt to ‘represent scenes of gaiety and happiness’, far from ‘the drabness of everyday existence’, yet they fail because they lack colour.  

30 Black and white photography, this line of reasoning would suggest, brings both a literal and metaphorical greyness to even the sunniest scenes, while the summer holiday is the exception in an otherwise depressing culture.

By the 1930s there was a burgeoning market of photographic materials designed specifically for the humid, hot tropics, from Ilford’s specialist darkroom chemicals to ‘special tropical lacquer’ to protect cameras.  

31 Photographers in Britain’s imperial outposts were addressed by publications such as the *Ilford-Selo Record*, produced in numerous editions for different countries, from Burma to New Zealand, and ‘Intended to be of assistance to all who practice photography’. The exchange of practical tips in such publications, alongside the promotion of specific products for tropical use (such as Ilford’s *Tropical Hardener*), regulated and formulated tropical photographic practices. At the same time these reaffirmed the exceptional conditions of the tropics while helping to bring them more firmly under the grip of the photography complex.

**The regulation of light and air**

Photography would seem to be a medium ideally suited to a geographic region that ‘receives the greatest intensity of direct sunlight on the planet’.  

32 However, archival sources suggest that the light of the tropics also seemed to present special difficulty to colonial photographers. The only place in Britain that seemed to have a similar quality of light was the seaside in summer: both tropics and seaside were characterized by their particularly ‘actinic’ sunlight. Actinic light is light that has the capacity to produce both photochemical and photobiological effects (such as tanning, sunburn, sunstroke). The term enters into common use in scientific and popular press discussions of photography from the 1850s onward. The distinction made
sense in early photography, when emulsions recorded a very limited range of wavelengths, but became redundant as panchromatic films and plates became widely used, and almost all light visible to the human eye could be registered by the sensitive emulsion. In his 1942 book *The Complete Photographer*, Willard D. Morgan claimed, ‘Since the advent of new supersensitive emulsions all light rays might be said to be actinic, for they all react on the film’. The term nevertheless continued to be used during the 1930s, for example, a 1937 article in *The Amateur Photographer & Cinematographer* claimed that ‘Light on the coast is very “actinic”’. The term ‘actinic’ marks a peculiar and historically particular convergence between practices of photography and practices relating to the photosensitivity of human skin, especially white skin. Early accounts of actinic light as it relates to photography start to link it with geographic and national distinctions. For example, an 1850s article on ‘Actinism’ says that actinism varies across the globe, active on the whole American continent ‘which explains the great beauty and perfection of American photographs’, yet inactive in India where ‘photographic pictures are obtained at all times with very great difficulty’. Although the term had limited use in science more widely, it cropped up, by the turn of the century, in discussions of light cures and therapies. In *The Effects of Tropical Light on White Men* (1905), Dr. Charles Edward Woodruff, a United States army surgeon who had been based in the Philippines, set out to address an existing theory that darker skin pigmentation evolved as a means to protect the body from ‘actinic’ rays, meaning here the shorter wavelengths, ‘the violet, indigo, and blue and the ultra-violet rays’. Using a version of Darwin’s evolutionary theory to address the ‘fitness’ of peoples to their environment, he argued that the different human ‘types’ had evolved to be adapted to their specific environment, so that ‘each type is unfitted for residence in any other zone markedly different from the ancestral one’. Migration would doom a people within a few short generations. His
argument against colonialism was thus made not in the name of equality but of racial
differentiation, and depended on a slippage between scientific claims about the effect of light
on cell degeneration to claims of racial and cultural degeneration.38

More commonly, actinism was used to legitimate notions of racial regeneration. By
the 1920s and with the popularization of eugenics, actinic light is increasingly viewed as a
means to strengthen ‘the race’, understood in nationalistic and cultural as well as biological
terms. In his 1928 book, The Story of Artificial Silk, retired journalist and reformer Herbert N.
Casson, for example, contrasted the ill-health of the British with the robust physiques of
Chinese peasants and Africans (in general), whose ‘semi-naked’ state exposed them to the
sun: ‘They have the Ultra-Violet rays on the skin of the whole body ... The fact is that the
bleached clothes-wrapped races are physically weaker than the natural-colour races.’39 As
Joanna Bourke comments, such racial comparisons were intended to galvanize British men: a
revival of British masculinity being equated with a revival of imperial power.40 During the
1920s and ’30s, tanned skin, previously associated with manual labour, was increasingly
valued and linked to good health. Sunlight, swimming and beach life became tied to the
eugenic ambition to shore up ‘the race’ (often meaning, rather parochially, the English)
against degeneration. In this period, as Simon Carter argues, actinic cures grew in popularity
along with the growing prominence of eugenic ideas about race, class and breeding, and the
declining association of extreme paleness with beauty.

As Carter’s research shows, sunshine cures or ‘heliotherapy’ overlapped with
‘actinotherapy’. Since the turn of the century there had been increasing recognition of the link
between various illnesses and the photosensitivity of skin. The public heath drive and the
fashion for sunbathing was encouraged by organisations such as the Women’s League of
Health and Beauty and the Sunlight League.41 A whole socio-technical apparatus centring on
sunshine, from sunlamps to sanatoria to lidos, alongside keep-fit and physical education
literature, and the national fitness campaign (1937–1939), linked the health benefits of sunshine to a new concept of the body of the nation.42

In the various Ilford archives, numerous ads and promotional images evoke the effect of summer sunshine on pale skin. Dufaycolor cine film promised to ‘bring the pink and rose flush of perfect health faithfully to your screen’ while its roll film recorded ‘faces tanned by the open air’.43 Selo show cards and sample prints repeatedly depicted young, healthy looking white women and (to a lesser extent) men, diving, dancing on the beach, leapfrogging, leaping to catch a ball, or holding a cloth or towel in the air to catch the sea breeze (Figure 1). The popular press used fine weather or the holiday season as an excuse to present swimsuit-clad women for its male readers. The body culture of the 1930s fed a new propagandistic imagery. In Germany and the USSR, idealized sporting physiques of invariably white and youthful men and women concealed the violent suppression of a more diverse set of bodies.44

In Britain, as is evident in Selo publicity, beach bodies are implicitly set against two other kinds: the naturally brown-skinned, and the sickly white and rickety, vitamin D-starved Londoner who could not take a beach holiday. [figure 1 near here]

The sunlight campaigns were partly a reaction against modern urban life, and linked to smoke abatement and slum clearance campaigns. They pitted themselves against the fog, specifically the polluted fogs of London. These toxic fogs, largely the combined result of a misty basin city and coal pollution, had almost disappeared from central London by about 1910, returning only occasionally in the interwar years. As Bill Luckin has argued, they fuelled the discourse of eugenics, since the fog was thought to cause stunted growth and ill health among the working classes, and urban degeneration and moral decline, while sunshine and pure air were extolled as the route to the physical health needed to underpin the moral health of the nation and to halt the decline of Empire.45
Photography’s sensitivity to contamination aligned it with the moral effects of sunlight and cleanliness – even while the photography industry was reliant on the coal tar industry and itself a major pollutant. While the atmosphere in the British Isles generally was recognized to be more blue than elsewhere, the the acrid yellow fogs of London drove early twentieth century news photographers toward new films and photographic plates that were sensitive to the yellow end of the spectrum.\(^{46}\) The industry located itself on the outskirts of London so it could access clean air and water, while being close to its major markets and suppliers, but by 1900, the filthy city had expanded to meet it.\(^{47}\) Smoke abatement campaigns, partly funded by the gas industry, had promoted gas as a clean alternative to coal. As Peter Thorsheim writes, gas consumption moved the pollution from the city centre to the outskirts, and in suburbs such as Ilford (home of Ilford Limited) the gasworks ‘contaminated the environment with smoke, sulphur, cyanide, heavy metals, and carcinogenic organic compounds’.\(^{48}\) The ‘stunted’ working classes were now to be found in the vicinity of the gasworks, while the acrid black smoke drove the well-off away. The Ilford archives demonstrate that the term ‘fogging’ in photography is directly connected to this polluted environment. In 1899, 25,000 glass plates were ruined through fogging at Ilford’s factory, not long after the Ilford Gas Company had expanded their works. Ilford Limited began planning a new factory further away from London to avoid the pollution. In the meantime, engineers at the original plant invented a system to purify the air inside the factory, pioneering an early form of air-conditioning.\(^{49}\)

In photography and in therapy, light and air demanded regulation. Since the late nineteenth century, as Chris Otter has argued, light was increasingly quantified, standardized and commodified.\(^{50}\) The use of photometry (the measurement of light) was crucial to the various Victorian technologies for artificial lighting, yet its yardstick was always the light perception of a human eye, something that frustrated and disheartened the ‘illuminating
engineers’ he cites. In other words, techniques of light measurement crucial to artificial lighting and to photography were thoroughly dependent on the human body. Skin sensitivity was also conceived with reference to photography: Woodruff compared the sensitivity of skin to ultra-violet light with the sensitivity of photographic plates to other wavelengths, recommending a the use of ‘a red light like the photographic dark-room’ to counter the negative effects of actinic light on white men. Later, Dr. Caleb Saleeby, the chair of the Sunlight League, described skin as if it were a photographic plate or film, advocating men’s dress reform to expose ‘a larger surface of skin for the life-giving action of the ultra-violet rays of sunlight, the most precious medicinal and hygienic agents in the world’.

Precise and reliable light meters were not available to amateur photographers in Britain during the 1920s and ’30s. Exposure tables were provided with films and published monthly in magazines such as The Home Photographer and Snapshots, to account for the different average lighting conditions in Britain at a given time of day in that particular month. Despite this rather haphazard approach, photographic exposure was becoming ever more closely managed, not only via the development of new meters, but via the refinement of camera equipment (especially lenses) and by the introduction of new emulsions, and new chemical developers. Photographs of the Ilford factories from the 1930s show women working in sensitometry – measuring and standardising the light sensitivity of photographic emulsions (Figure 2)– while both Ilford and Kodak Ltd.’s research reports of the period make regular use of sensitometric tests to demonstrate the differences between brands of film or to test out the claims made for new products. Colour transparency film, which had less exposure latitude than black and white negative film, was dependent on the refinement of both metering and sensitivity testing in the late1920s and early ’30s. [figure 2 near here]

Attempts to more finely regulate exposure in photography find a correlate in the regulation of bodily exposure to light, and thereby of skin tanning, in actinotherapy. Carter
discusses how arguments regarding the beneficial effects of sunlight were accompanied by warnings that actinic light could be hazardous, so that actinotherapy required ‘caution, care and above all medical supervision’.\textsuperscript{55} He sees this emphasis on careful scientific regulation and supervision of sun exposure, as a means to establish professional expertise.\textsuperscript{56} Saleeby set out defined (though admittedly largely disregarded) exposure times for sunbathing – strictures relating to the best times of day to sunbathe, and the prescribed amount of time.\textsuperscript{57} This is reminiscent of, and probably no more precise than, the exposure time guidance for photography given in the magazines.

In photography, strictures and guidance about photographic practice not only justified and reinforced professional expertise, but explicitly addressed an ‘amateur’, a practitioner of photography or ‘photographic worker’ who must handle and respond to light and air. In tropical countries, the colonial ‘photographic worker’ was tasked with containing the excess – of damaging humidity, and heat, but also of actinic (burning) light. The labour that went into processing films in the tropics, especially colour films, helped to increase the distance between the tourist snapshotter and these gentlemen and lady ‘workers’ (actually often assisted by local labourers).\textsuperscript{58} At the British seaside it was a question of seizing opportunities for appropriate subjects and the right kind of film, the right time of day and year, following exposure guides provided by manufacturers, or the photographic press. The bright light and fresh air of the summer seaside contrasted with the city where darkness, smoke and fog restricted photography and threatened contamination of films and papers. Faster, more sensitive film extended the photography season and the photographing day, but produced a new problem at the coast: ‘with the new ultra-fast films over-exposure is a very real danger’.\textsuperscript{59}

\textbf{Colour as distributed sensation}
A number of writers have approached the question of how colour in photography becomes associated with skin colour and complicit in the establishing and reproduction of hierarchies of skin tone. This work emerged in the context of apparatus theory in film studies. As Brian Winston writes, normative whiteness results in ‘film that more readily photographs Caucasians than other human types’. Drawing on Peter Wollen’s point that colour film is not ‘photography in natural colours’ as 1930s marketing would have it, but that ‘a whole technology of dyeing has intervened’, Winston describes colour cinema film as ‘a white technology’. Film originated in a racially hierarchical and predominantly white culture, and had a continually disavowed ‘cultural specificity’. ‘Flesh tones’ were taken to refer to white skin tones, and efforts to improve how film rendered them were always focussed on the attempt to match an already ‘pleasing’ Caucasian ideal. This orientation was built not only into the chemistry of the film but into the whole apparatus of cinema, including lighting, sets, costume and makeup. Thus the film apparatus worked to make ‘ever more culturally determined products’ which make it ever more difficult to produce ‘good black skin tones’.

As I have suggested, my focus here is less in the reproduction of dominant ideology through film technology as in the ways in which the photography complex marshalls the material world. Apparatus theory, influenced by the work of Louis Althusser, sees technology as reproducing pre-existing ideologies, and ideology critique as requiring an understanding of the technical structure of reproduction. But the question of how film reproduces, or fails to reproduce, skin tones, is not just about how films reproduce ideological notions of beauty, but their role in producing a partition or ‘distribution of the sensible’ (partage du sensible), as Jacques Rancière defines it. Rancière rejects the concept of the apparatus in favour of the dispositif, treating technologies and instruments as means for the production of relations, for making partitions and arrangements, drawing the line between the perceptible and the imperceptible. The distribution of the sensible, Rancière explains, refers to ‘the way in
which... a social destination is anticipated by the evidence of a perceptive universe, of a way of being, saying and seeing”. It refers not just to a hierarchy of values, but to a distribution of sensory capacity, of the availability of sensual experiences, sensitivities, tastes and inclinations. It produces a ‘common sense’ that ‘creates a certain sense of reality’ by delimiting what is visible, how it is perceived and what meanings are attributed to it.

The interwar photography complex delineated class distinctions as well as racial hierarchies, by drawing clear distinctions and division between types of amateur: the serious amateur, the snapper and the ‘gift camera’ owner. The first saw themselves as hobbyists with a respectable lineage, linked to the aristocratic pioneers of photography. The snappers were the largest class of consumers, constituting the major, lucrative market for roll film. They had limited grasp of photographic technique, bought simple cameras, and returned their films to the high-street chemist for development. They prized convenience and immediacy, so roll film manufacturers emphasized these: Dufaycolor’s slogan ‘Click – and it’s colour!’ (Figure 3), echoed Kodak’s Brownie slogan ‘You press the button: we do the rest’. The BJP did not conceal its disdain for these holiday amateurs, and mourned the decline of ‘amateur photography as a flourishing national hobby’ even while sales of roll film were peaking. The third category fared even worse in the eyes of both photographic press and industry: the amateur with the ‘gift camera’ (highly unlikely to use Dufaycolor because of the price of the film) was characterized as ‘the unenterprising soul who acquired his camera through collecting cigarette coupons from his friends, and, having acquired it at the price of many sore throats among his smoker friends, uses it only for one or two beach snapshots on his annual holiday’. [figure 3 near here]

The holiday amateur was expected to find colour joyful and cheerful, and to link this to the notion of a happy holiday – this is the kind of ‘sensual intensity’ that Tom Gunning describes as being the aim of added colour in early cinema. When this kind of photographer
is addressed, ‘nature’ is envisaged in such lurid colour and excess of cliché as to destroy any naturalism in the scene painted by the writer. A Dufaycolor cine film booklet exclaims ‘...just think of the fascination of seeing your screen glowing with colour, natural and sparkling’. Colour ‘fascinates’, seduces, hypnotizes. This hallucinatory, bewitching quality is affirmed in a mid-1930s Dufaycolor booklet for users of ‘miniature’ (35mm film) cameras:

The worker who is most concerned with the photographing of holiday and domestic subjects will be able to impart to his pictures the glow and joyousness of cheerful glowing colour. In his photographs he will be able to see once again the verdant beauties of foliage, the blue of the sky, the deep green of the sea, the golden sway of waving corn, the red lips and rosy cheeks of his charming subject.

The text implies that this vibrant and heightened perception already belongs to the snapshot photographer, who is merely recreating ‘his’ experience. It suggests a holiday-maker not just broadly aware of and affected by the colour of his environment, but deeply invested in it. This paragraph is immediately followed by advice for the ‘serious amateur’, concerned with using the film as a ‘vehicle of artistic expression’, and for this photographer, it suggests other kinds of subject matter: ‘The pearly glow of water at eventide on a mist-swept loch, the fascination of old pewter, even the glorious richness of black velvet, can be rendered with loving accuracy’. Here, ‘artistic expression’ implies realism, but it is realism of a different sort: not just concerned with the accurate reproduction of colours but with the essential material qualities and the affective power of the photographed subject.

What line divides the golden corn and red lips desired by the holiday amateur from the mist swept loch and pewter of the serious amateur? In both cases a certain attention to colour and to materials, and a certain sensory immersion in the environment is imagined. For the holidaying amateur, colour offers a sensual, heightened reliving of memory. For the ‘real’ amateur photographer, it is promoted as a means of expression, able to communicate the full range of emotions. In the Dufaycolor promotion, the holiday amateur’s colour palette is
simple, almost primary (green, blue, gold and red), while the serious amateur is encouraged
toward a palette that is almost monochrome (pearl, pewter and black). The distribution of
sensory experience is inextricable, here, from the function of disposition and taste as a
marker of distinction. As Scott Higgins has argued, an ‘aesthetic of restraint’ was
increasingly dominating commercial colour cinema, subduing colour, reducing it to a servant
of realism rather than a sensory feast.\(^2\) In 1930s colour photography promotion too, the more
serious and artistic amateur is also assumed to be more restrained, attracted to subtlety,
nuance, and to differences of tone rather than differences of hue.

Historically, sensual intensity was associated by Europeans with the tropics, with their
brilliant light and colour, with their supposedly ‘primitive’ native populations, and such
abundant and excessive flora and fauna that, as Warwick Anderson summarizes, it ‘verged on
the grotesque’.\(^3\) Thompson argues that the category of the ‘tropical garden’ was a means by
which the tourist industry reinvented Jamaica at the start of the twentieth century, largely
through photography.\(^4\) Meanwhile, in the Bahamas, women of colour were ‘pictorially
equated with nature’, in a tradition that links exoticism and eroticism. Furthermore, in the
mid-1930s, Thompson tells us, female market vendors were encouraged by the Nassau
Development Board to decorate their stalls and themselves in bright colours (perhaps to
address the growing use of colour film).\(^5\)

The distribution of colour palettes along the lines of class, gender and race is
complicated by the significance of nationalism and patriotism in the promotion of films. In
Britain, Dufaycolor was largely promoted, not through scenes of exotic and ‘colourful’
locations (though travelogues were used to promote its cinema film), but pastoral images of
Britain, of traditional villages, country houses and wooded landscapes.\(^6\) Brilliant colour was
also linked to patriotic spectacle in Britain, with royal pageants one of the principal subjects
for Dufaycolor cinema reels.\(^7\) In April 1935, The Ilford Courier advised Ilford’s salespeople
that the King’s Silver Jubilee that Summer would provide plenty of opportunities for film and photography: ‘Many people will wish to make pictures of the many happy events which will occur during the festivities — processions, firework displays, etc., all of which can be recorded photographically’. 78 Simon Brown notes how early colour (motion) films centred on ideas of national identity: depicting the British countryside or London sights, and emphasising British traditions and heritage. Such films were part of a larger strategy ‘designed to inspire patriotic feelings and so promote the appeal of home-grown films over foreign imports’. 79

The aesthetics of photography ‘in natural colours’ is also inseparable from wider changes in colour in the environment, including the arrival of brightly coloured ‘artificial silk’ (rayon) and neon lighting — both subjects that colour photographers are advised to seek out. 80 Sarah Street and Joshua Yumibe describe a ‘surge’ of colour across the arts in the 1920s, emphasising that colour film built on earlier colour media (such as lantern slides and colour prints) and was accompanied by new colour practices that associated colour with ‘modernity, mass democracy, and consumer culture’. 81 British photographers using Dufaycolor were encouraged to visit Kew Gardens (that ‘centre of colonial transplantation’ as Thompson puts it), where tropical nature might be viewed in tamed and orderly form. 82 In 1937 Elizabeth Armstrong, writing in The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer suggested that even at Kew, colour restraint should be exercised: ‘The best results are obtained with fairly close-up subjects in good light, but preferably not in very contrasty sunlight. Sunlight slightly diffused by clouds or muslin is best — subdued colouring often gives a much more pleasing picture than a glaring mixture of blatant colour.’ 83 Even while tropical regions and flora might be distinguished by their bright colours, to reproduce this would have been to abandon the refined subtlety that distinguished the ‘civilized’ or artistic palette.
World and earth

If sensory apperception could be divided and attributed, so too could the activity and movements of the photographer. As noted with the example of Tickner Edwardes at the start of this article, the photography complex prescribed and produced certain ways of being and moving for photographers, in relation to specific sites (and sights). Both tropics and seaside were places that demanded specific ways of being a photographer and certain kinds of photograph. These sites produced the photographer, and the photography complex reciprocally produced them.

Worlding is not the superimposition of a representation on an earth that exists outside it. I want to make a clear distinction between the idea that photographic publicity and instruction materials and press articles promote a certain ideological view of photographic practice, and the argument that the photography complex is involved in worlding. Worlding, in the sense I give it here, is material and discursive. It works with light and air, colours and chemicals, with sensation and sense. It does not leave ‘earth’ unchanged, just as for Spivak, the ‘worlding’ conducted by colonialism, does not leave the colonized subjects and their worlds ready to be ‘recovered, interpreted and curricularized’.* There is no unworlded photographic practice, no experience of light and air immune from divisions of class, race, gender and culture. At the same time, worlding is never a finished act but always an ongoing process which produces not just images and ways of making sense, but ways of being in the world, and forms of sensory experience.
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